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Nanostructuring of graphene is in part motivated by the requirement to open a gap in the elec-
tronic band structure. In particular, a periodically perforated graphene sheet in the form of an
antidot lattice may have such a gap. Such systems have been investigated with a view towards
application in transistor or waveguiding devices. The desired properties have been predicted for
atomically precise systems, but fabrication methods will introduce significant levels of disorder in
the shape, position and edge configurations of individual antidots. We calculate the electronic trans-
port properties of a wide range of finite graphene antidot devices to determine the effect of such
disorders on their performance. Modest geometric disorder is seen to have a detrimental effect on
devices containing small, tightly packed antidots which have optimal performance in pristine lattices.
Larger antidots display a range of effects which strongly depend on their edge geometry. Antidot
systems with armchair edges are seen to have a far more robust transport gap than those composed
from zigzag or mixed edge antidots. The role of disorder in waveguide geometries is slightly different
and can enhance performance by extending the energy range over which waveguiding behaviour is
observed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Much recent effort in graphene research has focused on
attempts to introduce a bandgap into the otherwise semi-
metallic electronic band structure of graphene. Such a
feature would allow the integration of graphene, with its
many superlative physical, electronic, thermal and opti-
cal properties, into a wide range of device applications.1,2
In particular, the presence of a bandgap is a vital step
in the development of a graphene transistor capable of
competing with standard semiconductor-based devices.
Initial investigations into gapped graphene were pri-
marily based around graphene nanoribbons, with the
electron confinement induced by the presence of crys-
talline edges predicted to introduce a bandgap similar
to that found in many carbon nanotubes.3–6 More re-
cent efforts have turned towards graphene superlattices,
where the imposition of a periodic perturbation of the
graphene sheet is also predicted to open up a bandgap.
The periodic perforation of a graphene sheet, to form a
so-called graphene antidot lattice (GAL) or nanomesh, is
one such implementation of the latter technique.7–38 Pe-
riodic gating39,40 and strain41,42 are other possible routes
that have been suggested.
Theoretical studies of GAL-based systems have sug-
gested that the bandgap behaviour in many cases fol-
lows a simple scaling law relating the period of the
perturbation and the antidot size.7 In other cases,
more complex symmetry arguments involving the lat-
tice geometry15,16,23 or the effect of edge states11,17,25
can be employed to predict the presence and magni-
tude of the bandgap. Furthermore, it is predicted that
only a small number of antidot rows are required to in-
duce bulk-like transport gaps17,18,24, suggesting the use
of GALs in finite barrier systems which do not suffer from
the Klein-tunnelling driven barrier leakage expected for
gated systems.43 Indeed, the potential barrier efficacy of
GALs suggests application in electron wave-guiding19, in
analogy with photonic crystals where antidot lattice ge-
ometries have also been considered.44
However, many of these potential device applications
are predicated on atomically precise graphene antidot
structures, whereas experimental fabrication (primarily
involving block copolymer etching29–32 or electron beam
lithography33–38 techniques) will inevitably introduce a
degree of imperfection and disorder into the system. It
may however be possible to control the antidot edge ge-
ometries to some extent by heat treatment38,45 or selec-
tive etching37,46. Much like the properties of nanoribbons
were found to be greatly affected by disorder,47,48 recent
studies suggest that the electronic and optical proper-
ties of GALs may also be strongly perturbed.21,22,24,27
We should therefore expect that the transport properties
and device fidelity of the systems described above will
depend on the degree of disorder present in the antidot
lattice.
Motivated by this concern we have simulated a wide
range of finite GAL devices, in both simple-barrier and
waveguide geometries, with various disorder types and
strengths. We find that the geometries predicted to give
the largest bandgaps, namely those with a dense array of
small holes, are particularly susceptible to the effects of
disorder and that transport gaps are quickly quenched as
leakage channels form at energies in the bandgap. Geo-
metric disorder, consisting of fluctuations in the positions
and sizes of the antidots, is found to have a particularly
dramatic effect. However, for larger antidots the signa-
tures of such disorders are found to be strongly depen-
dent on the edge geometry of the individual antidots. We
observe different behaviour when the antidot edge atoms
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FIG. 1. a) Schematic of a simple antidot barrier device in
a graphene nanoribbon. The white circles represent regions
where carbon atoms have been removed from the lattice. The
red and blue dashed lines show the single-antidot and double-
antidot unit cells respectively. b) The atomic structure for
a single circular {7, 3.0}C antidot. Schematics of c) anti-
dot edge roughness, d) position and e) radial disorders. The
dashed lines in each case represent the edge of the pristine
antidot. The blue (red) circles in panel c) represent carbon
atoms with an added positive (negative) onsite potential term
proportional to the circle size.
have armchair or zigzag configurations, or alternating se-
quences of both. The remainder of the paper is organised
as follows: Section II introduces the geometry of the sys-
tems under consideration, the details of the electronic
model and transport calculations and the types of disor-
der that will be applied. Section III examines in detail
the transport properties of finite-length barrier geometry
devices, starting with pristine systems (III A). Small an-
tidot systems with edge roughness (III B) and geometric
disorders (III C) are presented, before we consider larger
antidot systems and edge geometry effects with and with-
out the presence of disorder (III D). Section IV considers
devices with waveguide geometries and with the various
types of antidots and disorders discussed previously for
barrier devices. Finally, Section V summarizes and dis-
cusses the implications of our results in the context of
device optimization and recent experimental progress.
II. MODEL
A. Antidot and device geometry
The systems we consider in this work consist of finite-
length device regions connected to semi-infinite leads. A
schematic geometry of a GAL barrier system is presented
in Fig. 1a). The device region is built from rectangular
cells (blue-dashed lines) containing two possible antidot
sites from a triangular GAL. This lattice geometry is
selected as it is predicted to always open an electronic
bandgap, unlike square and rotated triangular lattices
where particular unit cell sizes may give rise to gapless
systems15. The rectangular cell is exactly twice the size
of the hexagonal unit cell of such a lattice which is shown
by red dashed lines. The device length DL and ribbon
width WR shown in Fig. 1a) are given in units of the
rectangular cell’s length and width respectively. The an-
tidot lattices considered are characterised by the size,
shape and spacing of the antidots. We use the notation
{L,R}x, where L and R are the side length of the unit
cell and antidot radius respectively, both given in units of
the graphene lattice parameter a = 2.46A˚. x = C,Z,A
specifies whether the antidot has a circular shape (C) or
a hexagonal shape with zigzag (Z) or armchair (A) ge-
ometry. The electronic bandgap of a triangular lattice of
such antidots is predicted7 to scale as EG ∼ RL2 . Fig. 1b)
shows the atomic structure of a unit cell of the {7, 3.0}C
antidot lattice which will be considered throughout much
of this work. The geometry of hexagonal antidots will be
discussed later in the paper. The rectangular unit cells
composing the device region have length 3La and width√
3La and contain 12L2 carbon atoms in the absence of
an antidot (R = 0). L is always an integer, but R can
take non-integer values. The semi-infinite leads in the
system are wide zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs)
and in the R = 0 case the entire device can be considered
as a pristine 2LWR -ZGNR, using the usual nomencla-
ture where the integer counts the number of zigzag chains
across the ribbon width.
B. Electronic and transport calculations
The electronic structure of the graphene systems in-
vestigated is described by a single pi-orbital nearest-
neighbour tight-binding Hamiltonian
H =
∑
<ij>
tij cˆ
†
i cˆj , (1)
where the sum is taken over nearest-neighbour sites only.
The only non-zero element, in the absence of disorder, is
t = −2.7eV for nearest-neighbour sites. Throughout this
work we will use |t| as the unit of energy. Carbon atoms
can be removed from the antidot regions by removing the
associated rows and columns from the system Hamilto-
nian. Carbon atoms with only a single remaining neigh-
bouring atom are also removed from the system. Any
dangling sigma bonds for a carbon atom with only two
neighbouring carbon atoms are assumed to be passivated
with Hydrogen atoms so that the pi bands are unaffected.
Transport quantities are calculated using recursive
Green’s function techniques. The device region is decom-
posed into a series of chains which are connected from
left to right to calculate the Green’s functions required.
The semi-infinite leads are constructed using an efficient
decimation procedure which takes advantage of system
periodicity.49 A general overview of these techniques ap-
plied to graphene systems is given in Ref. [50]. The
3zero-temperature conductance is given by the Landauer
formula51 G = 2e
2
h T , where the transmission coefficient
is calculated using the Caroli formula
T (E) = Tr
[
Gr(E)ΓR(E)G
a(E)ΓL(E)
]
, (2)
where Γi(E) (i = L,R) are the level width matrices de-
scribing the coupling of the device region to the left and
right leads and Gr/a is the retarded/advanced Green’s
function of the device region connected to the leads. The
Green’s functions required for this calculation are ac-
quired from a single recursive sweep through the device.
When studying disordered systems it is usually necessary
to take a configurational average over many instances of
a particular set of disorder parameters in order to discern
the overall trend.
In studying the antidot devices in this work, we will
also examine local electronic properties in order to un-
derstand how transport through a device is affected by
antidot geometry and disorder. In particular we will map
the local density of states at a site i
ρi(EF ) = − 1
pi
Im
[
Gii(EF )
]
(3)
and the bond current flowing between sites i and j
Jij(EF ) = − 1
~
HijIm
[
GrΓLG
a
]
ij
, (4)
where Hij is the relevant matrix element of the Hamilto-
nian in Eq. (1). In larger systems some spatial averaging
of these quantities will be performed to ease visualisa-
tion. The Green’s functions required for these calcula-
tions are more computationally expensive than those for
the transmission calculation, and involve sweeping for-
ward and back through the device region using recursive
methods.50
C. Modelling disorder
In this work we will consider three types of disorder
that are very difficult to avoid during the experimental
fabrication of GAL devices. Every circular antidot i in
a device is characterised by three parameters (xi, yi, ri)
which represent the x and y coordinates of the antidot
centre, and the antidot radius respectively. Hexagonal
antidots are parameterised slightly differently and are
discussed later.
The first type of disorder we consider is edge rough-
ness. This type of disorder places Anderson-like random
potentials on sites within a small additional radius of the
antidot edge and mimics, for example, minor atomic re-
alignment, random edge passivations27, vacancies24, or
randomly adsorbed atoms near an antidot edge. It is
characterised by two parameters, an additional radius
δRdis and a strength S. All remaining carbon sites in
the ring between ri and ri + δRdis around an antidot
centre are given a random onsite potential in the range
[−S, S], as illustrated in Fig. 1c).
We also consider more serious geometric disorder in
the form of fluctuations of the antidot position and
radius.21,22 Antidot position disorder is characterised by
δxy such that the antidot site coordinates are chosen from
the ranges
x0i − δxy < xi < x0i + δxy
y0i − δxy < yi < y0i + δxy
where (x0i , y
0
i ) are the coordinates of antidot i in a pris-
tine GAL system. Antidot radial disorder allows for a
similar fluctuation in the radius of the antidot so that
the radius of each antidot is in the range
R− δr < ri < R+ δr.
These theoretical disorders represent the deviations
from atomically precise systems that are most likely
to occur during experimental fabrication of antidots -
namely the difficulties in keeping antidot edges perfectly
clean and in controlling the position and size of each an-
tidot with atomic precision. We do not account for dis-
order away from the antidotted regions and assume that
the graphene sheet into which the antidots are patterned
is otherwise defect free. We thus neglect, for example, de-
fects or adsorbants that may occur in rest of the graphene
sheet due to the various etching procedures. The elec-
tronic and optical properties of graphene antidots with
disorder in the graphene regions have been considered in
other works21,22, but here we focus entirely on the effects
of antidot disorder.
III. FINITE LENGTH GAL BARRIERS
A. Clean barriers
We begin by examining systems built from the
{7, 3.0}C antidot lattice shown in Fig. 1c). Lattices com-
posed of such small, tightly-packed antidots have been
the focus of recent theoretical investigation due to the
large electronic bandgaps which follow due to the scal-
ing law discussed earlier.7 A recent study suggests that
only very few rows of antidots are required to achieve a
transport gap in a finite GAL barrier which is identical to
the bandgap of the corresponding infinite GAL system17.
This behaviour is confirmed for ribbon-based devices
with pristine antidots in Fig. 2, where we compare the
transmission through infinite GAL ribbons (where the
lead and device regions both contain identical antidot
arrays) and finite GAL barriers (where a finite GAL rib-
bon device is connected to pristine GNR leads). All the
device regions in this section are WR = 10 unit cells
wide, which corresponds to a 140-ZGNR or a width of
approximately 30nm. The device length, DL, is an inte-
ger number of unit cell widths and for the {7, 3.0}C case
each of these is approximately 5nm.
4FIG. 2. Top panel shows the transmission through infinite
and finite {7, 3.0}C GAL barriers. The black dashed curve
shows the transmission for the infinite GAL ribbon of width
WR = 10. The solid red curve show the transmission through
a system with clean graphene leads and a device length DL =
4. The grey shaded area shows the (arbitarily scaled) DOS
of the corresponding infinite GAL sheet. The inset shows
the transmission as a function of DL calculated at different
energies shown by the corresponding symbols on the energy
axis of the main plot. The transmissions in the inset have
been averaged over a narrow energy window as discussed in
the main text. The bottom panels show LDOS maps (blue
shading) and current distributions (orange arrows) through
the finite device at EF = 0.1|t| (left) in the GAL bandgap
and EF = 0.2|t| (right) in the conducting range of the GAL.
For the infinite GAL ribbon, the transmission curve
(dashed, black line) clearly shows a gap corresponding to
that in the DOS of the corresponding infinite GAL sheet,
illustrated by the grey shaded area. Outside the gap, the
transmission takes a series of integer values, as expected
by the finite-width, periodic nature of the system. These
integer values correspond to the number of quasi one-
dimensional channels available at a given energy. The
solid, red curve corresponds to the transmission through
a system with clean graphene leads and DL = 4, where
we note the persistence of the transport gap observed
for the infinite case. This behaviour is clear also in the
LDOS and current maps presented in the bottom left
panel for an energy in the bandgap (EF = 0.1|t|). The
LDOS, shown by the blue shading, quickly vanishes when
we move into the antidot region and there are no chan-
nels available for transmission. Outside the gap, we note
that the transmission takes approximately half the value
of the infinite case and this reduction in transmission
emerges from scattering at the two interfaces between
the device and clean graphene leads. These interfaces are
not present in the infinite GAL ribbon case. Interference
effects lead to additional oscillations for the finite width
transmission and the oscillation frequency increases with
DL. These are visible also in the non-uniform LDOS
distribution shown for EF = 0.2|t| in the bottom right
panel. The transmission through the barrier is evident
from the bond current map shown by the orange arrows.
The inset of the top panel plots the transmission in log
scale as a function of device length DL for a number
of different energies. In each case the transmission is
averaged over a narrow energy window of width 0.01|t|
centered on the corresponding symbol shown on the en-
ergy axis of the main plot. We consider two energy val-
ues in first gap (black circle and magenta diamond), two
values in the conducting region (red x and green trian-
gle) and one value in the second gap (blue square). For
each energy considered we note a quick convergence of
the transmission as the device length is increased. How-
ever the number of unit cells required for convergence at
bandgap energies increases with energy. This suggests
that higher order gaps present in GAL band structures
may be more difficult to achieve in finite systems, even
before consideration of the disorder effects which we shall
address next.
B. Antidot edge disorder
The first disorder type we consider is the Anderson-like
antidot edge roughness discussed in Sec. II C. The main
panel in Fig. 3 shows transmissions through a DL = 4
GAL barrier, where the pristine {7, 3.0}C antidot case is
shown by the dashed black curve. The red curves corre-
spond to transmission where an edge roughness of radius
δRdis = a and strength S = 0.5|t| has been applied. The
light, dotted curve represents the transmission for a single
configuration and the heavier dashed curve is the average
over 100 such configurations. The configurational averag-
ing removes the configuration-dependent oscillations and
reveals the overall trend for this type of disorder. In this
case, most of the transport gap has been preserved while
the transmission in the conducting region is considerably
reduced compared to the pristine system. The gap size
is reduced slightly by a broadening of the conducting re-
gion. The dependence of these features on the device
length is demonstrated in the bottom panel of the inset,
where, similar to Fig. 2, the transmissions are plotted
as a function of DL for the same energy ranges. For the
energies in the first gap (circles and diamonds) we note
the robustness of the transport gap and only extremely
minor fluctuations of the miniscule transmission. For the
energies in the first conducting range, the appearance of
a linear decrease in transmission in this logarithmic plot
corresponds to an exponential decay with device length
and hence the introduction of localisation features. In-
terestingly, this type of behaviour is also seen for the
5FIG. 3. Effect of antidot edge disorder on DL = 4 {7, 3.0}C
GAL barriers. The dashed black curve plots the transmis-
sion through a pristine GAL barrier, whereas the red (blue)
curves represent transmission through the same system but
with δRdis = a antidot edge disorder of strength S = 0.5|t|
(S = |t|) applied. The lighter, dotted curves corresponds to
a single configuration whereas the heavier curves corresponds
to averages over 100 such configurations. The grey shading
shows the rescaled DOS of the corresponding infinite GAL
sheet. The insets show the effect of altering the device length
for the same energy ranges considered in Fig. 2, where now
the bottom (top) panel corresponds to S = 0.5|t| (S = |t|).
The bottom panels again show LDOS and current maps at
two energies as in Fig. 2, but for a specific instance of S = |t|
edge disorder.
blue squares corresponding to energies in the second gap
of the bulk GAL. This suggests that the introduction of
disorder establishes a non-zero conductance in this en-
ergy range for narrow barriers, which then decays due to
localisation effects as the barrier width is increased.
The blue curves in the main panel of Fig. 3 corre-
spond to single configuration and averaged transmissions
for a slightly stronger disorder (S = 1.0|t|). We note that
the features discussed for the S = 0.5|t| case above are
now even more prominent, with significant extra broad-
ening and quenching in the conducting region. In fact the
broadening of the conducting region has now removed the
second gap completely, and gives rise to transmissions at
energies far from the band edge of the pristine or milder
disorder cases. This is confirmed by the DL dependence
plotted in the upper panel of the inset. We note that the
magenta diamonds, corresponding to energies in the gap
previously, are now also displaying signatures of local-
isation effects and significant non-zero transmission for
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FIG. 4. Averaged transmissions through a {7, 3.0}C GAL
barrier as a function of antidot disorder strength S for en-
ergy ranges in the first bandgap (black circles, magenta dia-
monds), conducting region (red Xs, green triangles) and sec-
ond bandgap (blue squares) of the pristine GAL.
shorter device lengths. Examining the LDOS map for
such a disorder at EF = 0.1|t| (bottom left panel) shows
that the density of states no longer vanishes uniformly
throughout the barrier as in the pristine case. Instead
we observe that clusters of finite DOS exist within the
panel region. Breaking the perfect periodicity of the an-
tidot lattice leads to the formation of defect states whose
energies can lie in the bandgap of the pristine GAL. The
formation of such states localised at absent antidots in an
otherwise pristine lattice has previously been studied7.
Similar defect states occur around each disordered an-
tidot in the system under consideration here, and the
coupling between such states gives rise to the larger clus-
ters. The overlap of these clusters provides percolation
paths through the device region52, shown by the orange
arrows mapping the averaged bond currents, leading to
finite transmissions.
Within the conducting energy range, increasing the
edge disorder strength for a fixed device length reduces
the transmission. This is clearly seen from a comparison
of the red and blue plots in the main panel of Fig. 3, and
is associated with a corresponding decrease in the local-
ization length. Fig. 4 plots the averaged transmissions,
for the same energy ranges considered in Figs 2 and 3, as
a function of the disorder strength S. The intuitive be-
haviour of the conducting range energies is demonstrated
by the monotonic decreases observed in the red (X) and
green (triangle) curves. The curves corresponding to en-
ergies in the first (black circles, magenta diamonds) and
second (blue squares) bandgaps of the pristine system are
more complex. Here the system is initially insulating,
but a finite transmission slowly increases with disorder
before reaching a maximum at some critical value of dis-
order strength. Beyond this value, the transmission de-
creases in a similar manner to the conducting range ener-
gies. This non-monotonic behaviour represents an inter-
play between two effects. Firstly, increasing the disorder
strength leads to more overlap between the finite DOS
6clusters and a larger number of possible paths through
the barrier. However, scattering induced by the disorder
also acts to reduce the transmission as the device length
or scatterer strength is increased. At energies where the
pristine system is conducting, shown in the bottom right
panel for EF = 0.2|t|, the introduction of disorder does
not introduce new paths through the device, and only
acts to scatter electrons in the existing channels.
C. Geometric disorders
Until now we have not significantly altered the geom-
etry of the antidots in the device region. However, even
introducing disorder only at the antidot edges was capa-
ble of inducing a significant deterioration in the perfor-
mance of the barrier device. We shall now consider the
geometric disorders introduced in Section IIA, where the
positions and sizes of the antidots have random fluctu-
ations. The red curves in the top panel of Fig. 5 show
the transmission for a single instance (dotted) and a con-
figurational average (solid) of antidot position disorder,
with δxy = a. The transmission for a single disorder in-
stance contains many peaks, at energies both inside and
outside the gap of the pristine system. The bottom panel
maps the LDOS and current through the device region
for the energy highlighted by the arrow in the top panel.
This peak corresponds to electrons propagating through
a large connected cluster of finite DOS in the device re-
gion to the opposite lead.
The shape, size and transmission energies of these clus-
ters are strongly dependent on the specific disorder con-
figuration. This leads to a smoother curve when the con-
figurational average is taken, and this curve has no large
peaks but increases reasonably steadily with Fermi en-
ergy. The definition of a bandgap becomes difficult, as
the lowest energy transmission peak occurs at different
energies for different configurations. The inset of the top
panel examines the length dependence over the usual av-
eraged energy ranges. We note that all energies display
exponential decay behaviour, and none show the flat line
several orders of magnitudes lower that was associated
with bandgap energies for weak edge disorder. This sug-
gests that the barrier is potentially leaky for all energies,
but that reasonable on-off ratios could be established by
taking advantage of the steady rise in average transmis-
sion with Fermi energy. This results from the greater
density of single-configuration transmission peaks as the
energy is increased. The geometry of the device, and in
particular the aspect ratio, may also play a significant
role. For a given device length DL, the probability of
opening a propagating channel through the device will
increase with the device width WR leading to a greater
number of peaks in the transmission.
However, the prospects for a useable device composed
of such antidots are dashed further when we examine the
case of radial disorder (δr = a) in Fig. 6. We note that
the single instance and configurationally averaged trans-
FIG. 5. The top panel shows single configuration (dotted) and
averaged (solid) transmissions through a DL = 6 barrier of
{7, 3.0}C antidots with δxy = a position disorder. Grey shad-
ing shows the corresponding pristine GAL density of states.
The inset shows the dependence on device length for the usual
energy ranges. The bottom panel maps the LDOS (blue shad-
ing) and current distribution (orange arrows) through a dis-
ordered sample, at the energy shown by the arrow in the top
panel.
missions display radically different behaviour from the
position disorder cases. A higher distribution of peaks
in the single configuration transmission is noted at lower
energies, and there is less variation in peak heights as a
function of energy. This leads to an average that is rea-
sonably flat over the energy range considered here, which
is reflected in the length dependence plots which mostly
lie on top of each other. Exponential decay, signifying
localisation behaviour, is again seen for all the energy
ranges considered. An increased transmission at lower
energies is to be expected in a system with some distri-
bution of smaller antidots, due to the bandgap scaling
linearly with the antidot radius in pristine lattices. The
system also contains a certain distribution of larger an-
tidots, from which we could expect some quenching of
transmissions at higher energies. The interplay of these
two effects may partially account for the flattening of the
averaged transmission as a function of energy. The LDOS
7FIG. 6. The same barrier setup as Fig. 5, but now with
δr = a radial disorder, with the dependence on device length
in the inset. Grey shading again shows the corresponding
pristine GAL density of states. The bottom panel maps the
LDOS (blue shading) and current distribution (orange ar-
rows) through a disordered sample, at the energy shown by
the arrow in the top panel.
and current are mapped in the bottom panel for a low
energy peak, and we note that at this energy there is a
finite DOS throughout much of the device region.
The effects of geometric disorder, and radial disorder
in particular, on the bandgaps of these small antidot de-
vices suggest that atomic levels of precision are required.
This places a huge constraint on experimental fabrication
and poses a severe challenge for mass production of such
devices.
D. Effects of antidot size and geometry
In the previous section we demonstrated the drastic ef-
fect that geometric disorder has on the transport gap in a
GAL barrier device. We focused on the {7, 3.0}C system
due to the large bandgap predicted for such a geometry.
However, one drawback of such small, tightly-packed an-
tidots is that even the minimum possible fluctuations in
antidot radius or position constitute a significant pertur-
bation of the system. At the atomic level, the position
and radial fluctuations considered above give rise to sit-
uations where the total number of carbon atoms added
or removed due to disorder constitute ∼ 10% of the total
number of atoms in the pristine device region. Further-
more small changes in the antidot radius have a dramatic
effect on the relative bandgaps of pristine GALs. For ex-
ample, the pristine GAL composed of the largest allowed
antidots in Fig 6 (R = 4a) would have twice the bandgap
expected for a GAL composed of the smallest (R = 2a).
We should thus expect the extreme behaviour noted for
antidot lattices with such a distribution of radii.
Lattices composed of larger antidots are thus less likely
to be as dramatically effected by the same absolute fluc-
tuations in position and radius, and are also more ex-
perimentally feasible. In this section, we shall consider
the {21, 12.0} family of antidot lattices. Whereas the
R = 3.0a antidot was too small to display any significant
edge features, we see that the circular R = 12.0a anti-
dot shown in Fig 7(a) displays an alternating sequence of
zigzag and armchair edge segments. To explore the role
of antidot geometry further, we also consider zigzag and
armchair edged hexagonal antidots as shown schemati-
cally in panels b) and c) respectively. The ‘R’ index in
{L,R}A/Z refers to the side length for hexagonal anti-
dots, so that zigzag and armchair edged antidots are of
a similar size, but slightly smaller, than their circular
counterpart with the same indices.
The middle row panels of Fig 7 plot the conductances
(solid red lines) throughDL = 10 barriers of the three dif-
ferent types of {21, 12.0} antidots, with the barrier setup
shown schematically in the insets. The densities of states
of the corresponding infinite GAL systems are shown by
the shaded gray areas behind the transmission curves.
We note that the simple scaling law proposed in Ref [7]
suggests that these systems should have a bandgap of
approximately 0.3eV, so that we should expect non-zero
conductance features above ∼ 0.05|t|. However, for the
zigzag and circular cases there are conductance and DOS
peaks at significantly smaller energies. Such features
have been observed previously for similar systems and
are associated with zigzag edge geometries17,53. They
are related to the zero-energy DOS peaks seen in zigzag
nanoribbons, but here they have their degeneracy bro-
ken and are shifted away from zero energy due to hy-
bridizations between edges around antidots and between
the edges of neighbouring antidots. Indeed, due to align-
ment between zigzag edged antidots and the hexagonal
unit cell of the triangular lattice used throughout this
work (and the underlying graphene lattice), we observe
that pristine {L,R}Z systems essentially consist of a net-
work of 2(L − R)-ZGNRs meeting at triple junctions.
The low energy peak features are present not only in the
{21, 12.0}Z system, but in the {21, 12.0}C system also
due to the alternating sequence of zigzag and armchair
edges in the circular antidot. In contrast, the {21, 12.0}A
system shows no low-energy peaks and by construction
contains no zigzag edge segments with the possible ex-
8FIG. 7. a)-c) Unit cell geometries, d)-f) transmissions (red lines) through pristine DL = 10, WR = 6 barriers and g)-i) zoomed
LDOS (blue shading) and current (orange arrows) map sections for circular, and zigzag and armchair edged hexagonal antidots.
The insets in d)-f) show a schematic of the barrier devices, with the red boxes highlighting the areas shown in g)-i). The arrows
show the energies at which the maps have been calculated, and the shaded grey areas show the (rescaled) densities of states
for the corresponding infinite GALs.
ception of very short sections where two armchair edges
meet. The armchair-edged antidot is also misaligned with
respect to the hexagonal unit cell of the GAL, so that
the lattice is not a simple network of regular width AG-
NRs but a more complex system which for large antidots
converges to a network of connected triangular quantum
dots.
The bottom panels show the density of states (blue
shading) and current profile (orange arrows) for a small
section (red rectangle in middle panel insets) of each de-
vice, at the energies highlighted by the arrows in the mid-
dle panels. The circular and zigzag antidot cases both
correspond to a low-energy peak, and confirm that these
low-energy transport channels are mediated by states
principally localised near zigzag geometry edge segments
which are shaded dark blue in the density of states plots.
The current behaviour in these two cases is quite differ-
ent however due to the formation of circulating current
patterns between zigzag segments of neighbouring anti-
dots in the {21, 12.0}C case. This is in contrast to the
more uniform current behaviour noted for the zigzag-
edged antidots. The narrow band of peaks present at
slightly higher energies (just above (below) 0.05|t| for
circular (zigzag) antidots) is also quite strongly localised
near zigzag edges and gives rise, in the {21, 12.0}C case,
to currents circulating around individual antidots. As in
the case shown here the current loops are not entirely
self contained, and electrons propagate between neigh-
bouring loops to provide a transport channel through the
barrier. These low energy channels through antidot bar-
riers with zigzag edge segments significantly reduce the
effective transport gap of the devices. Furthermore, the
9FIG. 8. Single instance (black, dashed lines) and configura-
tionally averaged (red lines) transmissions through {21, 12.0}
barriers composed of circular (left), zigzag (centre) and arm-
chair (right) edged antidots with δxy = a position disorder
(top row) or δr = a size disorder. Grey shading shows the
DOS of the corresponding pristine GAL sheet.
first bandgap in these devices emerges from the split-
ting of the zero-energy peak associated with an infinite
zigzag edge. This is separate to the splitting of these
states which may occur due to electron-electron interac-
tions and which may lead to spin-polarised zigzag edge
states25, similar to those predicted for ZGNRs. A study
of spin-polarised systems is beyond the scope of the cur-
rent work, but it is worth noting that for antidot geome-
tries consisting of long narrow ZGNRs (i.e. large L and R
values) the bandgap is predicted to depend only on the
ribbon width25 and the usual bandgap scaling law7 no
longer holds. It is worth noting, however, that disorder
is predicted to interfere significantly with the formation
of spin-polarised edge states.54 This suggests that robust
bandgaps as a result of spin splitting may only be a fea-
ture of pristine lattices with particular geometries.
Larger zigzag antidots, which tend to have longer
zigzag segments, will have smaller bandgaps within our
spin-unpolarised model due to weaker coupling with
other nearby zigzag segments. This is in direct opposition
to the simple scaling behaviour of smaller antidots, and
suggests that zigzag edge segments may be unsuitable for
applications involving sizeable bandgaps even before we
consider the introduction of disorder. In contrast, the
{21, 12.0}A system has a bulk density of states and bar-
rier transmission properties, shown in Fig 7f), which are
more consistent with the simple scaling law. There are
no sharp peaks in the gap region, and the LDOS map
and current profiles corresponding to a bulk conducting
energy, reveal a more uniform behaviour than the other
antidot types and an absense of edge effects. In the pris-
tine case at least it appears that armchair-edged antidots
have a significant advantage over zigzag or mixed edges
for applications requiring a transport gap.
The panels in Fig. 8 show the effects of position and
size disorder on DL = 6 barrier devices for each antidot
geometry considered in the upper panels of Fig 7. We
note that radial, or size, disorder is applied slightly differ-
ently to hexagonal antidots. In this case, the fluctuation
is applied separately to each edge so that its perpendic-
ular distance from the antidot centre is modified by an
amount in the range [−δr, δr]. The size disorder for these
antidots thus removes the regularity of the hexagons and
results in zigzag/armchair segments of varying lengths
within the one antidot. This disorder thus mimics growth
or treatment methods which may favour the formation of
a particular edge geometry, but without necessarily re-
sulting in perfectly regular perforations. An example of
armchair-edged GALs with such a disorder can be seen
in the upper panel of Fig 9.
The red curve in each panel of Fig. 8 shows the trans-
mission averaged over 200 instances of disorder and the
dotted black line shows the transmission for a single con-
figuration. The gray shading once more shows the DOS
for an infinite pristine GAL. The strength of the disor-
der is again δxy = a for position disorder and δr = a
for size disorder. The behaviour in these plots can be
compared to that observed for the same disorder types
in smaller antidots shown in the upper of Figs. 5 and
6. For all three antidot geometries the magnitude of the
transmission is significantly smaller than for the pristine
cases due to localisation effects. However, the most strik-
ing feature in these plots is once more the contrast be-
tween the armchair-edged hexagonal and the other an-
tidot types. The single configuration curves for circular
and zigzag antidot barriers contain many peaks through-
out both the bandgap and conducting energies of their
pristine counterparts. This is because these disordered
systems contain percolating transport channels between
zigzag segments which occur at energies near the pristine
channel energies shown in Fig 7. Averaging over many
configurations, we can see either broadening (as in the
zigzag case with position disorder) or a complete smear-
ing of the pristine features. The picture is very different
for the armchair case, where disorder induces merely a
broadening of the pristine conducting range, so that the
bandgap is reduced but not removed. The effect seen here
is similar to that of mild edge disorder in the smaller an-
tidot systems shown in Fig. 3. This is not surprising
as the length scale of geometric disorder considered here
is small compared to the antidot size and separation so
that it behaves effectively as an edge perturbation.
In Fig. 9 we examine the transport properties of
{21, 12.0}A barriers with much stronger levels of disor-
der. Panel a) shows a barrier setup where both a position
disorder (δxy = 3a) and a size disorder (δr = 3a) have
been applied. In addition, an edge roughness disorder
(S = |t|) has been applied to atoms within δRdis = a of
the new antidot edges. The transmission for this disorder
realisation, shown in panel b) by the black dotted curve,
mainly consists of a series of peaks which occur above the
band edge of the pristine GAL. The configurationally-
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FIG. 9. A barrier of {21, 12.0}A antidots with strong position
(δxy = 3a) and radial (δr = 3a) disorders applied, in addi-
tion to an edge roughness disorder of strength S = |t|. The
pristine case is shown by dashed black lines in a). The dis-
order instance shown in a) has the tranmission shown by the
black dotted curve in b), alongside an average (red) over 100
such configurations and the DOS of the pristine {21, 12.0}A
sheet (grey shading). The LDOS / current maps in c) and d),
shown for the red dashed region in a), show that this system
is still an effective barrier at energies in the bandgap of the
pristine GAL.
averaged transmission (solid, red curve) suggests that
the transmission remains near zero throughout much
of the pristine bandgap for every configuration, before
configuration-dependent peaks lead to a finite averaged
transmission above the band-edge. Unlike the mild geo-
metric disorders considered for zigzag and circular anti-
dots earlier, there is a clear contrast between the trans-
mission behaviour above and below the band edge, and
this is visible in both the single and averaged transmis-
sion plots. Panels c) and d) show the LDOS and current
maps for the red-dashed region highlighted in panel a),
for the energies shown by arrows in panel b). It is clear
that the barrier is still effective at the lower energy, and
that transmission through the disordered barrier can be
switched on by raising the Fermi energy. In fact, this
highly disordered barrier proves a more robust switch
than any of the circular, zigzag-edged or {7, 3.0}C anti-
FIG. 10. Schematic of a finite GAL waveguide. Shown are
the device length DL and the width of the antidot (WAL)
and clean graphene (WG) strips across the ribbon. The effec-
tive width of the waveguide Weff , used for fitting to analytic
models and in defining current confinement to the waveguide
region, is also shown.
dot systems with much milder geometric disorder.
These results suggest that fabrication methods which
favour the formation of armchair edged perforations are
key to producing antidot lattices whose electronic fea-
tures are robust in the presence of mild to medium
strength geometric disorder.
IV. FINITE GAL WAVEGUIDES
We now turn our attention to the waveguide geometry,
where GAL regions surrounding a pristine graphene strip
are employed to confine electron propagation to quasi-
one dimensional channels in the strip. The formation of
these propagating channels has been investigated previ-
ously for infinite waveguides with small, circular antidots
and the band structure of such systems was calculated
using both numerical and analytic, Dirac equation based
approaches.19 Waveguiding in graphene has also been in-
vestigated using gates, instead of antidots, to define the
waveguide edge and induce confinement.55 Aside from
immediate device application, graphene waveguides may
provide a platform for exploring fundamental physical
phenomena like Coulomb drag.56 A schematic of a finite
GAL waveguide is shown in Fig. 10, where the device
length DL is defined as in the barrier case. The total
ribbon width is now
WR = 2WAL +WG ,
where WAL counts the number of rectangular cells of
antidots surroundingWG pristine graphene cells. We also
define the effective width of the waveguide, from Ref. 19,
as
Weff =WG +
1
2
.
This parameter takes into account that the propagation
channels through an infinite pristine waveguide do not
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decay immediately at the edge of the rectangular unit
cell, but survive a small distance into the antidot re-
gion. It has been used to successfully describe the band
structure of GAL waveguides using a gapped graphene
model in Ref. 19. In this work we examine how the elec-
tron transport and confinement depends on the waveg-
uide length and on the presence of disorder in the antidot
regions. We consider first the smaller {7, 3.0}C antidots
with and without disorder before considering the role of
antidot edge geometry in larger antidot systems.
A. Pristine {7, 3.0}C GAL waveguides
The transmission through an infinite pristine waveg-
uide, composed of {7, 3.0}C antidots with WAL = 3 and
WG = 5, is shown by the dashed black plot in Fig. 11
a). We observe the onset of a series of sharp plateaux
as the Fermi energy is increased within the bandgap of
pristine GAL. These correspond to transport through
one-dimensional channels in the pristine graphene region.
The energy dependence and bandstructure of these chan-
nels, calculated previously,19 agree with the finite-width
transport calculation here. More complex behaviour is
seen above the bulk GAL band edge due to the pres-
ence of both waveguide and bulk-like states. The red
curve shows the transmission through the finite length
waveguide system shown schematically in Fig. 10. The
general trend of the plateaux is still clearly discern-
able, but the exact integer values of transmission are no
longer achieved due to scattering at the interfaces be-
tween the clean ribbon leads and the waveguide device
region. From the inset it is clear that the transmission
values converge quite quickly as the device length is in-
creased, particularly for energies in the gap (waveguid-
ing) ranges. As in the barrier case, we have taken av-
erages over a small energy range in each case to smooth
out device length dependent oscillations. The LDOS /
current maps in panels b) and c) of Fig. 11, taken at
EF = 0.05|t| and EF = 0.15|t| respectively, illustrate
clearly the efficiency of the waveguide at energies in the
bandgap of the pristine GAL, and its lack thereof at ener-
gies in which the pristine GAL is conducting. Each GAL
section acts as a barrier in panel b), effectively ‘funnel-
ing’ electrons into the waveguide region. This role is no
longer performed as the Fermi energy is increased and
electrons pass freely into the GAL sections, as shown in
panel c).
To examine this feature further, we define the confine-
ment of current to the waveguide region. The magni-
tudes of the bond currents are summed across the width
of the device for a fixed distance along its length. The
confinement is then defined as the fraction of this quan-
tity that lies within the waveguide’s effective width Weff ,
as illustrated in Fig. 10. The confinement, as a function
of position along the device length, at EF = 0.05|t| and
EF = 0.15|t| is plotted in Fig. 11 d) and e), where a
small spatial averaging has been applied to remove oscil-
FIG. 11. a) Transmission through pristine DL = 4 (red) and
infinite (black, dashed) {7, 3.0}C GAL waveguide systems,
with the length dependence over the usual energy ranges for
{7, 3.0}C systems shown in the inset. Grey shading shows
the rescaled {7, 3.0}C GAL density of states. Panels b) and
c) show LDOS / current maps for the DL = 4 waveguide at
EF = 0.05|t| and EF = 0.15|t| respectively. Panels d) and
e) show the confinement of current to the waveguide region
along the length of the waveguide for the same energies.
lations on length scales less than the width of an antidot.
For the lower energy the confinement increases sharply
at the edge of the waveguiding region, so that within one
unit cell or so approximately 95% of the current is passing
through the waveguide region. The opposite effect is seen
at the far end of the device as the current diffuses once
more across the width of the pristine graphene lead. This
matches the behaviour seen in the corresponding LDOS
/ current map. For the higher energy, in the conducting
energy range of the pristine GAL, only minor fluctua-
tions in the confinement are seen across the length of the
device. This again corresponds closely to the behaviour
observed in the associated map where current runs in
both the antidot and graphene regions.
These results confirm that, similar to the barrier case,
only a small number of pristine antidot rows are re-
quired for waveguiding systems to achieve similar results
to those predicted for infinite, periodic systems.
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B. Disorder and geometry effects
Since the waveguide system is essentially composed of
two antidot barrier regions we might expect to see similar
behaviour in disordered waveguide devices to that noted
earlier for disordered barriers. An important distinction,
however, is that we are now primarily interested in trans-
mission through pristine graphene regions bordered by
GAL regions, and not necessarily through the GAL re-
gions themselves. In the main panel of Fig. 12a) we plot
the transmission through a DL = 10 waveguide com-
posed of {7, 3.0}C antidots with either an S = |t| edge
disorder (red curves) or a combination of δxy = a posi-
tion disorder and δr = a size disorder (blue curves). As
usual dotted curves represent single configurations and
the solid lines configurational averages. The geometric
disorders applied individually (not shown) display qual-
itatively similar behaviour throughout the waveguiding
and GAL conducting energy ranges, with size disorder
only resulting in larger conductances at very low ener-
gies before the onset of the first waveguiding plateau.
The strong antidot edge roughness (red) leads to some
suppression of the transmission, but the onset of many
individual waveguide plateaux is still visible although
their features have been smoothened. In constrast, the
averaged transmission for geometric disorder (blue) in-
creases uniformly as the Fermi energy is increased and
the plateaux features have been completely removed. In-
terestingly we note that, unlike the pristine case, the be-
haviour for both disorder types is not particularly de-
pendent on whether we are in the waveguiding or GAL
conducting energy regimes. This is also clear in the de-
vice length dependence shown in the inset, where we note
similar behaviour for all the energies considered. The
transmission in each case decays far slower than for the
barriers examined in Figs. 5 and 6.
This uniform behaviour across different energies arises
because the type of disorder we are applying strongly sup-
presses transmission through the GAL regions, as we saw
for the barrier devices discussed previously. However, it
acts more like an edge disorder to channels propagating
through the waveguide region. Finite LDOS clusters in
the GAL regions act as resonant scatterers to electrons
in the low energy waveguide channels, leading to dips in
the transmission for specific energies and disorder reali-
sations. These dip features tend to be averaged out over
many disorder realisations. Extended clusters can lead
to transport channels in the GAL regions which may ei-
ther rejoin the waveguide or cause leakage to external
regions. The magnitude of the leakage transmission will
decay exponentially with WAL, the width of the antidot
region, in a manner similar to the transmission through
geometrically disordered barriers. However, the majority
of the transmission is carried within the waveguide re-
gion, as shown in the LDOS / current map of Fig. 12b)
for a low energy (EF = 0.05|t|). Transmission in pris-
tine infinite waveguides at energies above the GAL band
edge displays a complex non-monotonic behaviour due
FIG. 12. a) Transmission through a DL = 10 waveguide com-
posed of pristine {7, 3.0}C antidots (black, dashed) or with
S = |t| edge roughness (red) or δxy = a, δr = a geometric
disorder (blue) applied. The dotted curves represent single
configurations and the solid curves configurational averages.
Grey shading shows the bulk GAL density of states. The inset
shows the dependence on device length for different energies
for the geometric disorder case. Panels b) and c) show LDOS
and current maps though a geometrically disordered sample
at EF = 0.05|t| and EF = 0.15|t| respectively. d) Solid lines
show the confinement along the length of the device for the
energies in b) (black) and c) (red). The dashed lines show the
confinement for the corresponding pristine systems.
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to the interplay between waveguide channels and bulk
GAL states, as seen in the dashed plot in Fig. 11. Ge-
ometric disorder strongly suppresses the contribution of
bulk GAL states, whilst continuing to scatter waveguide
states in a similar manner to those at lower energies.
Thus an interesting consequence of introducing disorder
is that we increase the energy range over which trans-
mission through the device is predominantly mediated by
waveguide channels. This is evident in the map of Fig.
12c), where we plot the LDOS / current map for a higher
energy (EF = 0.15|t|). For both energies we note that the
current is mainly contained in the waveguide region, but
that the current pattern is far more non-uniform than
for the waveguiding channels in pristine devices. The
confinement of electrons through the disordered device
at both energies is plotted in Fig. 12d), alongside their
pristine counterparts (dashed lines). The disordered de-
vice still displays confinement comparable to the pristine
system at low energies (black lines), whereas in the high
energy case (red lines) the confinement is considerably
improved by the introduction of disorder, although we
do note significant reductions at points associated with
leakage paths visible in Fig. 12c).
The performance of waveguide devices appears to be
less dependent on atomic level precision than that of bar-
rier devices. This is because although disorder can in-
troduce some degree of leakage, it in general inhibits the
flow of electrons in the GAL regions bordering the waveg-
uide. A bandgap in these regions, emerging from either
periodicity-induced confinement or disorder-induced lo-
calisation effects, acts as a funnel for electrons into the
waveguide region. It is now worth determining what
role the additional zigzag edge channels that appear for
larger antidots, and which hindered the performance of
both pristine and disordered barriers, play when incor-
porated into waveguide device geometries. Due to the
large system sizes involved, we restricted our calcula-
tions to waveguide devices with WAL = WG = 2 for the
{21, 12.0}C/Z/A antidots considered. The reduced num-
ber of antidot rows defining the waveguide meant that
leakage channels opened very quickly for all antidot types
once geometric disorders were introduced. Nonetheless,
the low energy states associated with zigzag edges were
seen to introduce additional features for waveguides with
circular or zigzag hexagonal edge geometries. Some ex-
ample LDOS / current maps for zigzag and armchair an-
tidot waveguides are shown in Fig 13. In pristine zigzag
antidot devices, reduced confinement was observed at the
energies associated with the edge states (panel a). At
other energies in the waveguiding range a very efficient
confinement of electrons to the waveguide was seen. Sim-
ilar features were noted for large circular antidots con-
taining zigzag edge segments. However, as in the barrier
case, the introduction of geometric disorder significantly
increases the energy range over which zigzag edge states
mediate leakage paths in the antidot regions. This is seen
clearly in the map in panel b), which is taken at an energy
for which the pristine {21, 12.0}Z waveguide provides ex-
FIG. 13. LDOS and current maps for: a) A pristine
{21, 12.0}Z waveguide at EF = 0.041|t|. At this energy
poor confinement is seen due to the presence of antidot edge
states. b) A {21, 12.0}Z waveguide with geometric disorder
at EF = 0.050|t| where very poor confinement is seen and
leakage channels mediated by edge states are clearly visible.
The pristine waveguide at this energy shows excellent confine-
ment. c) A {21, 12.0}A waveguide with geometric disorder at
EF = 0.052|t|, where leakage channels reduce confinement
but are not mediated by edge states.
cellent confinement. Waveguides composed from pris-
tine {21, 12.0}A antidots are very efficient until the band
edge of the associated bulk GAL. The disordered arm-
chair cases do contain leakage paths, but these are not
mediated by antidot edge states and reasonable confine-
ment is seen for most energies, as shown in the example
in panel c). The behaviour of armchair barrier devices
suggests that these disordered waveguides will perform
better for larger values of WAL, which are beyond the
reach of the present simulations, but which should quench
leakage currents more thoroughly. We should thus expect
larger scale armchair-edged devices to have a similar per-
formance to the {7, 3.0}C waveguides discussed earlier,
whereas antidots with zigzag edge segments will be less
efficient at confining electrons to the waveguide channels
once disorder is included.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this work we have examined a wide range of devices
constructed from graphene antidot lattices with differ-
ent geometries and with different types of disorder ap-
plied. The main device type we considered consisted of
a graphene nanoribbon with a finite-length GAL barrier
across the width of the ribbon. For small, atomically
pristine antidots we confirmed that such a configuration
acted as an effective switch which blocked the flow of
electrons with energies in the bandgap of the associated
antidot lattice. However these small, tightly packed anti-
dots, which give the largest bandgaps in the pristine case
are also those most strongly affected by small amounts
of disorder. While the switch retained a large degree of
efficacy for mild antidot edge roughness, the inclusion
of minimal amounts of geometric disorder completely re-
moved the required behaviour as the barriers leaked heav-
ily at low energies and higher energy transmissions were
suppressed by scattering.
Larger antidots, although expected to have smaller
bandgaps, should be more robust against the same ab-
solute levels of geometric disorder. However, for these
systems we discovered that the edge geometry of the in-
dividual antidots played an important role. Large cir-
cular antidots have significant zigzag geometry segments
along their edges, and these were seen to contribute low
energy leakage channels through barrier devices, even for
pristine systems. The same effect was noted for anti-
dots consisting entirely of zigzag edges. When disor-
der was introduced, the energy range over which zigzag-
edge mediated leakage channels appeared was consider-
ably broadened, leading to particularly ineffective bar-
rier devices. On the other hand, antidots containing
exclusively armchair edge segments were found to dis-
play excellent barrier characteristics in the pristine case,
and also to be far more robust in the presence of quite
strong geometric disorder. These results suggest that fab-
rication or treatment techniques which favour armchair
edge geometries will lead to significantly better perfor-
mance in barrier devices. On the other hand, zigzag
edge antidots may be useful for applications not requir-
ing a gap, but which exploit the magnetic properties pre-
dicted by other works for such systems. In this light, re-
cent experimental progress in selectively etching particu-
lar edge geometries37,46, and heating-induced reconstruc-
tion of edges38,45 to form these geometries, is particularly
promising.
We have also considered waveguide geometry devices,
where rows of antidots were used to define strips of pris-
tine graphene to act as electronic waveguides. Finite-
length pristine devices were found to display similar
transport characteristics to their previously investigated
infinite-length counterparts.19 Disorder introduced some
scattering of electrons in the waveguides, and opened up
some leakage paths, but was not found to be as detri-
mental to device performance as in the barrier setup.
Armchair-edged antidots were found to perform better
Set {L,R } σw (nm) δxy/r δxy = δr Reference
a {90, 50} 2.0 10 7 [31] Fig. 3 a/e/i
b {90, 56} 1.9 10 7 [31] Fig. 3 b/f/j
c {90, 65} 1.5 8 5 [31] Fig. 3 c/g/k
d {63, 36} 1.3 6 4 [31] Fig. 3 d/h/l
e {85, 45}
< 2.0 < 10 < 7
[32] Fig. 2 a
f {85, 55} [32] Fig. 2 b
g {85, 56} [32] Fig. 2 c
h {85, 59} [32] Fig. 2 d
TABLE I. Details of experimental antidot geometries and lev-
els of disorder given by the associated references. Shown are
the approximate geometry in our {L,R} notation, the experi-
mentally reported standard deviation in the neck-width distri-
bution σw, the strength of position disorder or radial disorder
only (δxy/r) corresponding to this in our model, and also the
required strength of a combined disorder with δxy = δr. δxy
and δr are in units of a.
than those with zigzag or circular edges, due to similar
edge-mediated leakage effects to those in barrier devices.
Reasonable performance in waveguide devices can be ex-
pected once transmission is sufficiently suppressed in the
‘gapped’ regions defining the waveguide. Once disorder
is restricted to this region, and scattering of channels in
the waveguide region itself is kept to a minimum, dis-
order can enhance the guiding effect by extending it to
energy ranges beyond those dictated by the underlying
bandgap of the associated antidot lattice.
It is worth comparing the antidot geometry and dis-
order levels considered in this work to those reported
by experiment. Lattices of circular antidots with fea-
ture sizes on the order of 10nm have been reported and
the level of geometric disorder in these cases is given by
the standard deviation (σw) in the distribution of neck
widths between neighbouring antidots31,32. This quan-
tity is easily extracted from the geometries generated in
this work, and we can associate each σw with a particular
strength of position (δxy) or radial (δr) disorder applied
either individually or in combination. Table I shows the
approximate antidot geometry parameters and disorder
strengths corresponding to the experimental data in Ref-
erences [31] and [32]. We note that systems tabulated
here are generally much larger than those simulated in
this work and have greater levels of disorder. However,
set d has feature sizes only three times larger than the
{21, 12.0}C antidots examined in Section IIID. The rela-
tive level of disorder in this system is also similar to that
studied in this work, so that our large antidot system re-
sults should hold for experimentally realisable structures.
It is also interesting to note that there is some
experimental evidence of transport gaps in GAL
systems30,31,34,36. The systems investigated in these
works are composed of antidot lattices which, in com-
parison to the systems studied here, are strongly disor-
dered. The effective bandgap in these systems is gener-
ally extracted from the temperature dependence of the
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conductance. It should be noted that it is difficult to
differentiate transport gaps emerging from periodicity-
induced confinement, or from purely disorder-induced
localisation effects. Highly disordered antidot lattices
essentially consist of a random network of disordered
nanoribbons, and these have been shown to be partic-
ularly susceptible individually to disorder-induced trans-
port gaps47,48. The bandgap sizes extracted from these
experiments also fit reasonably well with nanoribbon
bandgap scaling laws. Furthermore, we note that only
triangular lattices aligned correctly with the underlying
graphene lattice are predicted to induce a bandgap for all
lattice spacings. Other lattice geometries may be metal-
lic or semiconducting depending on the lattice spacing,
and antidots with zigzag edges follow different bandgap
scaling laws. The experimental results were based on
square34,36 and triangular30,31 lattices, but in the lat-
ter case it is unclear how the antidot lattice aligns with
the underlying graphene lattice. Thus it is not even clear
whether the associated pristine lattices necessarily would
produce a bandgap, and it is thus very difficult to con-
clude that the experimental bandgaps reported to date
are due to the periodic modulation of graphene outlined
in Ref. 7.
Even in atomically precise GAL systems, long-range
potential disorder arising from, for example, substrate
impurities may play an important role in determin-
ing transport properties. Studies of such disorder
in graphene nanoribbons57 and quantum dots58 have
shown that the strength of intervalley scattering depends
strongly on the edge geometries and underlying symme-
try classes of these structures. We expect similar effects
to arise in antidot systems, and that the magnetoconduc-
tance and universal conductance fluctuations will display
a strong dependence on the antidot size, shape and edge
geometry.
This work has demonstrated that the electronic
structure features predicted for periodically modulated
graphene systems can be extremely sensitive to atomic
scale imperfections and defects. Furthermore, we have
outlined a strategy to optimise the performance of anti-
dot based barrier devices based on these features. How-
ever, there are other features of nanostructured systems
whose interplay with disorder may prove very interest-
ing. The magnetic properties of zigzag-edged antidots
have been investigated for the pristine case10,25, but the
effect of randomised edge lengths may introduce new fea-
tures by breaking the equivalency of neighbouring edges
and thus the overall spin degeneracy of hexagonal anti-
dot systems. The effect of chemical functionalisation59
on graphene antidot lattices is also of keen interest, par-
ticularly in the light of recent results suggesting that
the conductance variation of highly disordered perforated
graphene sheets allows for gas sensing at extremely low
concentrations60. Future investigation of nanostructured
graphene along these lines is bound to yield many intrigu-
ing results and extend the applicability of graphene-based
materials.
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